Best Practices for Getting Started with

Paradox Interactive Affiliate Program
• The Paradox Interactive Affiliate Program provides you with a
unique link to send your audience to the Paradox Store, allowing
your audience to support you directly with each purchase.
• The Affiliate Program covers all games currently sold on the
Paradox Store – no matter what game you might be promoting, you
earn revenue from any purchase made so long as the customer
arrived via your link.
• We use the Impact Radius platform for the Paradox Affiliate
Program – a versatile and robust platform where you can generate
your unique links to the Paradox Store and track the performance of
your content.
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Signing Up for the Paradox Interactive
Affiliate Program
• You can sign up on Impact platform here.
• We recommend creating the same/similar user
name as your channel as it will allow easier
communication.
• The sign-up form covers both content creators
and operators of formal e-commerce sites, so
not all fields will directly apply. Under
“website” for example, you should enter the
URL for your main content channel.

• Under “Additional” you can safely disregard
most of the selections which only apply to
traditional vendors and advertisers. Select
“Social Media/Influencer” as your primary
promotional method and list your home
country as your promoting country.
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Creating Your Unique Affiliate Link
1.

On the right of your Dashboard, look for the affiliate link generator
under "CREATE A LINK" panel.

2.

In the "Enter a Landing Page" box, put a link to a Paradox Store page
of the game you would like to advertise. For example, if you wanted
to send users to the Cities Skylines page, you would enter
https://www.paradoxplaza.com/cities-skylines/CSCS00GSKMASTER.html and click Create.
You can send your audience to any game page you want -- you will
still get credit for any purchase they make on the Paradox Store!

3.

Your link will appear below under "Use this link to promote Paradox
Interactive".

4.

Copy this link and share it in your video description, as a link in your
chat, via social media, or anywhere your audience may wish to see
such offers. Anybody who follows your personalized link and makes a
purchase will count towards your earned revenue!

In case you need additional tracking beyond standard Impact reporting,
under “Advanced” you can find fields for Sub IDs, which you can add to your
tracking link.
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Suggestions for Promoting Your Paradox
Affiliate Link on
Within your video:
Be open and honest! Let your fans know that if they like what they see, you have a personal link where they can buy the
game for themselves – and it will help you and your channel as they do so. “You can find my personal link to this game in
the description below - and using that link supports me with every purchase,” for example.
In the description box:
Put the link prominently and clearly. The better visibility you have, the more clicks you’ll get! We suggest the link be within
the first 3 lines of the description so your followers don’t miss it under the “Show More” fold.

Pro Tip: While you get credit for any purchase
made from your link, we find you get the best
results with a direct link to the game featured
in a given video!

Don’t forget to test the link to make sure
it’s clickable and active!
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Suggestions for Promoting Your Paradox
Affiliate Link on
Within your stream:
Use the same tone and language you might use to encourage viewers to subscribe or cheer with bits. This is one more way
they can support your channel -- and enjoy a game that you like! Above all, be transparent and honest about the program.
Let them know that using your link will help you keep making streams. “Use my personal link to the store, it supports the
channel every time you buy anything there!” for example.
Within chat:
You can put your personal affiliate link in the message rotation on any chatbot! We also recommend supplying your
moderators with the link so they can post it when you mention it aloud. No need to spam it -- post it no more often than
you would share a link to your merch store, your Discord server, etcetera!
As a Panel in your channel:

Grab a provided image of the game and insert that into your panel. You’ll then link the image to the affiliate URL, which
then turns that image into a button that your viewers can click. Feel free to browse the provided assets in your dashboard
to find an appropriate image for the game you’re playing!
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Affiliate Disclosure
• The relationship between Affiliates and Paradox Interactive must be fully transparent
to viewers and customers to be legal
• At minimum, you are required to use the word “affiliate” or “sponsor” anywhere your
affiliate link is advertised

• It is also suggested that you utilize YouTube’s built-in disclosure, which is found in the
“Advanced” section of your Video Upload
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Payment info
• Commissions are paid through Impact Radius, the affiliate platform, not via Paradox
Interactive. Once you have signed up and been approved within Impact Radius, you
can choose how often you can collect your commissions via your account settings.
• You are responsible for declaring any affiliate income on your taxes, as applicable by
law in your country of residence. For the sake of declaring this source of income, the
paying entity is “Impact Radius” on all forms.
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For any questions or suggestions regarding the Paradox Interactive Affiliate
Program, email us at affiliateteam@paradoxinteractive.com
Good Luck!
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